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Dear Katherine:

You will note from the financial report that I submitted that there is a 7¢ discrepancy in the figures. I couldn't account for the 7¢ so am adding it to the check herewith.

You will also note that the total I kept on the 1958, and 1959 membership dues on the two financial reports I submitted (1958 & 1959) are for dues collected (1958) $29 and for dues collected (1959) $38.

But on going over the membership list for 1958 and 1959 I find that I presumably collected for 1958 $140 and for 1959 $33.

So the difference in what was collected and what deposited is 6¢. So it looks like I failed somehow to deposit some cash paid for dues somewhere along the line. I am therefore sending you my personal check for 6.07, which covers the discrepancy in the 1959 financial statement and on dues I failed to deposit or the chapt. 1958 and 1959. My

Don't change 1958 or 1959 reports, just deposit this $6.07 to chapt. acct. as back dues, and that will rectify the error and you can bring out this back dues item in the credit column on your financial report.

I would never have caught this error if I hadn't kept a note on membership list of whether members paid by cash or check. Sorry to have created this confusion.

Thank you,

Ruth (Corry)